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Abstract: Recently, research on a distributed storage system that efficiently
manages a large amount of data has been actively conducted following
data production and demand increase. Physical expansion limits exist for
traditional standalone storage systems, such as I/O and file system capacity.
However, the existing distributed storage system does not consider where
data is consumed and is more focused on data dissemination and optimizing
the lookup cost of data location. And this leads to system performance
degradation due to low locality occurring in a Wide Area Network (WAN)
environment with high network latency. This problem hinders deploying
distributed storage systems to multiple data centers over WAN. It lowers
the scalability of distributed storage systems to accommodate data storage
needs. This paper proposes a method for distributing data in a WAN envi-
ronment considering network latency and data locality to solve this problem
and increase overall system performance. The proposed distributed storage
method monitors data utilization and locality to classify data temperature as
hot, warm, and cold. With assigned data temperature, the proposed algorithm
adaptively selects the appropriate data center and places data accordingly to
overcome the excess latency from the WAN environment, leading to overall
system performance degradation. This paper also conducts simulations to
evaluate the proposed and existing distributed storage methods. The result
shows that our proposed method reduced latency by 38% compared to the
existing method. Therefore, the proposed method in this paper can be used in
large-scale distributed storage systems over a WAN environment to improve
latency and performance compared to existing methods, such as consistent
hashing.
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1 Introduction

With the recent development of big data and artificial intelligence, the global demand for data is
increasing. According to the Internet Data Center(IDC) Global Datasphere, global data generation
is expected to increase from 64 ZB in 2020 [1] to 175 ZB in 2025 [2]. A High-performance distributed
storage system is required in places that manage petabyte-scale large-capacity data, such as the
Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid (WLCG) [3]. A distributed storage system is a
technology for storing and managing large-capacity data for artificial intelligence and extensive data
analysis. Such data is held across numerous nodes in a distributed manner and used like a single storage
system.

Methods for distributing data in a distributed storage system include table-based [4–10], hash-
based [11–18], and subtree-based [19–23] methods. Table-based data distribution technology manages
one central table in multiple servers, and the central table maintains data information and identifiers
for data storage. Each data storage places data according to a central table and references it to search
for the data. Although the table-based method has the advantage of the free arrangement of data,
the synchronization cost caused by maintaining the central table limits its scalability. The size of the
central table increases as the number of data identifiers increases. The hash-based data distribution
method arranges data with a hash key obtained through a hash function using an identifier of data. The
hash-based method has good data search efficiency. However, unlike the table-based data distribution
method, the storage device corresponding to the hash key changes when there is a change in the
number of storage nodes constituting the data storage. Moreover, these hash key changes require a
data migration to operate normally. The subtree-based data distribution method distributes data in
a tree structure so that the subtrees do not overlap. Thus, the data is distributed in non-overlapping
subtrees and mapped to data storage to maintain load balancing. However, since the subtree-based
data distribution method distributes data in units of subtrees, it is not easy to keep the locality of data.

To safely provide storage with a larger capacity than can be provided by a single data center,
it is necessary to deploy large-scale distributed storage to multiple data centers interconnected to
each other. In this case, relatively high latency and low bandwidth must be considered for a Wide
Area Network (WAN) connection between data centers. However, existing distributed storage system
studies [4,5,11–15,19–21] not only did not consider the network latency between data centers but also
did not consider the locality of the data request. This can increase data exploration and transfer costs
due to the high latency and low bandwidth of the WAN environment.

This paper proposes a distributed storage system that considers network latency and data locality
in a WAN environment to solve these problems. The proposed system tracks the data utilization of
users by the data center for efficient data placement. Based on this utilization, each data is placed in
a data center frequently accessed by users. Therefore, data can be placed in a data center close to the
users to reduce data access latency and improve the data transmission rate. Performance evaluation is
performed in a real-world latency measurement-based environment to test the proposed method in a
real-world environment and reflect distributed storage systems deployed globally.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 describes data management methods of existing
distributed storage systems. Chapter 3 describes the proposed data distribution method considering
network latency and data locality in a WAN environment. In Chapter 4, performance evaluation
and analysis of the proposed data distribution method are described, and finally, in Chapter 5, the
conclusion and future research are discussed.
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2 Literature Review

A distributed storage system is a system that distributes and stores data across multiple connected
nodes and allows users to use it as a single storage space. Large-capacity distributed storage configured
across countries, such as WLCG, maintains connectivity between data centers through a WAN.
However, the existing distributed storage system that does not consider the WAN environment may
have a problem providing a service for user requests due to the high latency of the WAN environment
because user requests are searched and transmitted via the network. Therefore, it is essential to place
data on nodes that can minimize network latency to decrease data exploration and transfer costs. Thus,
in a large-capacity distributed storage system considering a WAN environment, many user requests
must be processed in high latency, so a distributed storage architecture must be constructed considering
the data exploration cost.

xFS [4] distributes data by using the centralized table. The central table, called the Manager
Map, is shared or replicated between clients and servers. The central table-based distribution method
has limitations in scalability because as the system scales, a bottleneck occurs in the search request
processing of the node managing the central table. BEAG [5] utilizes data age to estimate popularity.
It distributes data accordingly to balance the load on overall nodes. However, only age information
is considered and has a scalability problem as it is a centralized table-based approach. CORE [6]
distributes data by analyzing data locality and distributes related data together to improve I/O
performance. However, CORE needs to analyze historical data to calculate cohesion relations and
map accordingly to distribute data. As CORE uses a centralized table, it also has a scalability problem.
Other research [7–9] distributes data with the user’s social information and latency and cost of data
centers to optimize data placement. However, it requires the user’s interaction information to estimate
the access pattern to optimize a specific data set. It also has limited scalability as it is table based
approach, and heavy computation analysis on user’s interaction and data access pattern is required.
RENDA [10] uses computation resources, network latency, and bandwidth to optimize data placement
for periodic workloads in the cloud storage system. However, as it is optimized for recurrent workloads,
it is unsuitable for generic data distribution methods. Also, it has scalability problems as it is a
centralized table-based approach.

Cassandra [11] is a typical hash-based data distribution method. Cassandra improves data access
latency in large-scale distributed storage systems through Consistent Hashing [12]. However, because
Cassandra is hashing-based, it is challenging to relocate data considering data usage or network
latency. Another hash-based data distribution method, AbFS [13], handles data storage by dividing
it into units called volumes and manages segments containing multiple files as hash tables. However,
when the volume size changes, the entire remapping occurs, and the mapping relationship between the
segment identifier and the volume changes. The segment hashing technique of AbFS has a problem
in that locality of data is lowered by performing hashing only with the identifier of the corresponding
segment. In Luster [14], one management server manages multiple Object Storage Targets (OST),
and efficient data access is possible by hashing the file name. However, a single point of failure
(SPoF) problem may occur due to one management server. There is a problem in that the data
locality is lowered by hashing only with the file name. Directory Level Based Hash (DLBH) [15] uses
directory-based hashing to remove bottlenecks and provide high-speed data exploration. However,
the hash-based data distribution method has a disadvantage. High latency may occur in accessing
data in a WAN environment because data are placed without considering regional characteristics for
data usage. EdgeKV [16] proposed distributed storage system for Edge Computing that distributes data
to multiple edge groups using a hash-based method. However, the proposed method assumes data
demand coincides with the edge group, so it does not consider the data demand outside the edge
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group. Cache-based approach [17] to lower latency in distributed coded storage systems is proposed.
However, it only suggests caching the coded data chunk to the frontend server, and only caching is
considered. A more general distributed storage system may not use coded data replication schemes,
so this method can not be applied to all distributed storage systems. And as only caching is used, the
proposed method does not improve write operations as the write operation invalidates cached data
chunks in the frontend server. Another cache-based approach [18] uses load imbalance caused by the
skewness of incoming requests to cache more popular files to improve cache hit rate and mitigate I/O
latencies. It partitions the files into partitions proportional to the expected load and places them on
different servers to distribute the load. However, this approach does not consider network latency in
a WAN environment, and the benefit of caching diminishes as the latency of accessing distributed
partitions can be high. Also, the transmission time taken to retrieve data can be smaller than the
network latency to request data as the bandwidth of the network infrastructure increases.

Subtree-based data distribution method Ceph [19] achieves load balancing through parameters
such as available capacity or data load of each subtree. However, since Ceph utilizes hashing for
data placement, the randomness of the hash function makes it impossible to map data to the
desired location. Object-based file system (OBFS) [20] provides high scalability through dynamic tree
structures. Still, because of the time-consuming search of trees distributed to nodes for data discovery,
there is a problem that search performance decreases due to high latency in WAN environments.
Dynamic Dir-Grain (DDG) [21] dynamically divides namespaces by the number of files, directories,
and the depth of directories to maintain uniform locality and data distribution. However, as the
number of files and directories increases due to the increase in file system size, the tree structure
divided based on the file system structure becomes complicated, making it challenging to apply to
large storage systems. In a study [22], data is distributed in consideration of data access time and
geographic characteristics. Because the distributed storage node creates a replica by examining the
ordered pair consisting of the most frequently accessed data and the access location in the cluster, it
was possible to place the data in consideration of data access locality. However, since all data centers
in the cluster must know the location information of all data, as the number of replicas increases,
synchronization overhead increases, and system performance decreases. In another study [23], data
is placed to optimize transmission time, and cloud service cost. However, it requires preknowledge
of data as dataset and job that requires such dataset to compute optimal placement of datasets. This
approach can only be applied to some use cases of the distributed storage system and can not be applied
to the generic distributed storage system. Also, it does not consider modifying datasets or changing
jobs and can not adapt to these changes.

For the scalability of a large-capacity distributed storage system, the WAN environment for data
storage communication must be considered. However, network latency and bandwidth that may occur
in the WAN environment are not considered in the existing system. So, this paper proposes a highly
scalable distributed storage system considering the WAN environment to solve problems that may arise
when applying existing distributed storage systems to the WAN environment.

3 Data Utilization-Based Adaptive Data Management Method

Since a large-capacity distributed storage system based on a WAN environment has high latency
between each data center as it is a physical limitation that each data center has a long distance
between them. Furthermore, as networking infrastructure evolves, high bandwidth shortens the time
to transmit data. However, the latency stays constant. So, it is necessary to minimize the exchange
of information between data centers when searching and retrieving for data to reduce the effect of
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latency. This paper proposes a distributed storage structure that enables fast data access even with
high latency in a WAN environment by placing data based on location and data usage utilization of
clients and distributed storage servers, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed distributed storage system

Data centers are connected by WAN, and storage nodes in the data center are connected by Local
Area Network (LAN). A client requests data access to the nearest data center to itself. The data center
receiving the request searches whether the nodes in the data center have the data or whether the data is
in another data center. For placement in consideration of data utilization and latency, storage nodes,
as shown in Table 1, where data are stored for each data are divided into observed, hot, and warm.

Table 1: Node description

Node Description

observed (k) storage node storage node & storage node determined by Consistent Hashing of the
key of data k

hot (k) storage node The storage node in the data center with the highest utilization of data
k. If not specified, point to the same node as observed (k)

warm (k) storage node The storage node in the data center with the second highest utilization
of data k. If not specified, point to the same node as observed (k).

candidate node If the data requested by the user does not exist in the storage node in
the data center, the node receives the data from another data center
and temporarily stores it. Also tracks data utilization.

The observed storage node is a storage node derived by hashing the key of the data to be accessed.
The hot storage node is the storage node with the highest data utilization, and the warm storage node is
the second busiest storage node. Besides the storage node, the candidate node is a node that temporarily
stores data when requested data does not exist in the data center by retrieving data from another data
center. Since the observed, hot, and warm storage nodes are separated for each data, the observed, hot,
and warm storage nodes of different data may be different. On the other hand, the candidate node is
fixed and designated as a specific node within the data center.
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The observed storage node is a storage node derived from Consistent Hashing of the data key.
Consistent Hashing is a commonly used hashing algorithm in distributed storage systems to divide
data evenly across storage nodes. Unlike the traditional hashing method, a hash ring is created, nodes
are placed on the ring, and a hash value is assigned to the first encountered node. Through this, even
if node configuration changes, the key to be migrated is less than the existing hashing method. When
Consistent Hashing is performed, data is uniformly distributed across all storage nodes. The data
center directly determines the observed node of the data through a hash function. The observed node
also stores information about the hot and warm storage nodes of the stored data. When data is initially
stored, the observed storage node of the data is initialized to the hot, warm storage node, and when the
data is changed to the new hot and warm storage node, the observed storage node updates hot and
warm storage node information. The hot storage node for specific data is a storage node belonging
to the data center with the highest data utilization. It may be changed to another storage node as the
data utilization changes. The warm storage node is a storage node belonging to the data center with
the second-highest data usage rate.

The candidate node performs the role of temporarily storing the requested data from the client,
tracking the data usage, and selecting the hot/warm storage. Data that does not exist in the storage node
in the data center is maintained in the candidate node for the time specified by the administrator from
the time the data center processes the client’s request and records the number of data accesses of the
client while each data is maintained. When the specified time elapses, the utilization of the hot, warm
storage nodes is compared with the existing hot and warm storage nodes for the corresponding data
to reselect hot and warm storage nodes. To prevent all infrequently used data from being managed, the
candidate node of each data center stores only the M data with high utilization.

candidate nodes create the usage information list L with the top M data that they manage with
high utilization every ttr time specified by the administrator to reselect the hot and warm storage nodes
and broadcast it to other candidate nodes. candidate nodes collect and aggregate L s broadcast by other
candidate nodes through Algorithm 1 to create a Laggr list that includes all top data utilization of other
data centers.

Algorithm 1: Processing of the received usage list
1: procedure OnReceiveUsageList(Lrecv, Laggr)
2: for each l in L do
3: if ∃l′.key (l′.key = l.key ∧ l′ ∈ Lrecv) then
4: if ∃l′.key (l′.key = l′′.key ∧ l′′ ∈ Lrecv) then
5: if l′.usage > l′′.usage_1stmax then
6: l′.usage2ndmax ← l′′.usage1stmax
7: l′.usage1stmax ← l′.usage
8: else if l′.usage > l′′.usage2ndmax then
9: l′.usage2ndmax ← l′.usage
10: else
11: continue

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: Continued
12: end if
13: Laggr \ {l′′}
14: else
15: l′usage1stmax ← l′.usage
16: l′.usage2ndmax ← 0
17: end if
18: {l′} ∪ Laggr

19: end if
20: end for
21: return Laggr

22: end procedure

In Algorithm 1, the data usage list L received from other candidate nodes is called Lrecv, and it
is aggregated in the list Laggr. At this time, only the data included in the data usage list L managed by
candidate nodes are collected. As shown in lines 4–13, if data contained in Lrecv already exists in Laggr, the
largest value and the second largest value are compared and updated. Also, as shown in lines 13 and 18,
if Laggr already has utilization information. It is updated with new information. Otherwise, the largest
and second-largest values are initialized and added to Laggr, as shown in lines 14–18. When initialization
is performed because there is no utilization information in Laggr, the data utilization included in Lrecv is
set to the maximum value, and since there is no second-highest value, it is set to 0.

Each candidate node uses the usage list L of the data it manages and the aggregated usage list Laggr

to reselect the hot and warm storage nodes through Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Determining target data for hot and warm by data center
1: procedure OnAggregateUsageList(L, Laggr)
2: Lhot ← {∅}
3: Lwarm ← {∅}
4: for each l in L do
5: if �l′.key(l′.key = l.key ∧ l′ ∈ Laggr) then
6: {l} ∪ Lhot

7: else
8: if l.usage > l′.usage1stmax then
9: {l} ∪ Lhot

10: else if l.usage > l′.usage2ndmax then
11: {l} ∪ Lwarm

12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: return Lhot, Lwarm

16: end procedure

Algorithm 2 compares Laggr with L after aggregation to determine which data in the data center
needs to be placed in newly selected hot and warm nodes. For example, if the utilization of any data A
in L is greater than the maximum utilization of the same data A in Laggr, the storage node hot for this
data is designated as the storage node in that data center. Therefore, to select hot and warm storage
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nodes, initialize the data lists Lhot and Lwarm for hot and warm as shown in lines 2–3, and then compare
the utilization for each data as shown in lines 4–14. As shown in line 5, if there is no element l of the
data usage list L in Laggr, it means that the storage node in the other data center does not have the
data l, so as in line 6, designate the storage node in the data center to which current candidate node
belongs as the hot node for l. If data utilization information is included in Laggr, the Lhot or Lwarm list
is updated by comparing the utilization as in lines 8–12. Finally, two created lists containing data to
be allocated to hot, warm storages are returned as a result, as shown in line 15. The data center then
assigns a storage node and selects it as a new hot/warm storage node for the data. The candidate node
migrates the temporarily stored data to the selected hot and warm storage nodes. Then, the candidate
node notifies the observed storage node of the data to store the information about the new hot/warm
storage node and informs the old hot/warm storage node for the corresponding data to remove stored
data. When all candidate nodes have done this, they know the hot, warm storage node information for
each data.

Fig. 2 describes the structure of accessing observed, hot, and warm storage nodes and data
placement by Consistent Hashing in the proposed distributed storage system.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Data placement (a) without hot, warm (b) with hot, warm

Fig. 2 shows Client 1 accesses data A to the distributed storage system through data center DC1.
In this case, Fig. 2a is a case in which DC1 receives a request data A for the first time. DC1 finds out the
observed storage node of the data through Consistent Hashing, requests data A from the data center to
which the observed storage node belongs, and receives information on the hot and warm storage nodes
that store data A, including observed. DC1 replicates data from the closest of the observed, hot, and
warm storage nodes to the candidate node and sends it to Client 1. The proposed system reduces the
overall access delay time because frequently used data is managed in the frequently used data center.

4 Performance Evaluation and Discussion

This paper analyzed the latency of data access based on the actual network latency data between
data centers to evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed storage system. The data set
used for performance analysis was collected by Verizon on latency that occurred in April 2021 from
designated routers in major network hubs worldwide [24]. Next, consider how data is placed on a
distributed storage node. Data is assumed to be evenly distributed among distributed storage nodes
through Consistent Hashing. Since the latency for the client to access specific data follows a normal
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distribution, the average access time of the system can be obtained as in Eq. (1).

δaverage = δ1 + δ2 + . . . + δn

n
(1)

δn is the n th data center access delay time for the client. Based on the formula Eq. (1), the result of
calculating the average data access latency by country of the Verizon dataset [24] is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Worldwide network average latency measurement data

Korea Singapore Hongkong Sydney Tokyo India UK

Korea 5 102.491 40.778 147.541 38.790 153.160 233.883
Singapore 102.491 5 33.297 92.060 76.465 39.106 163.298
Hongkong 40.778 33.297 5 124.516 51.034 83.923 275.279
Sydney 147.541 92.060 124.516 5 113.647 141.059 251.639
Tokyo 38.790 76.465 51.034 113.647 5 123.646 222.504
India 153.160 39.106 83.923 141.059 123.646 5 119.062
UK 233.883 163.298 275.279 251.639 222.504 119.062 5

The existing method used only consistent hashing without considering the data utilization, and
the proposed method were compared based on latency data on Table 2. The distribution of which data
the client accesses when accessing the data follows the Zipf distribution (s = 1.01).

This paper performed an empirical test based on average latency measurement data and compared
the proposed method and the existing consistent hashing-based method. The results of analyzing
the average data access latency time by country of the two methods and where the data centers are
only located in Korea are shown in Fig. 3. The proposed method has about 38% latency performance
improvement compared to the existing method. Furthermore, where the data centers are only located
in Korea show very low latency when accessed from Korea, as expected, and high latency when accessed
from the UK.

Figure 3: Average latency of client accessing the distributed storage

The proposed method reduces the overall access latency because the data is placed in a data center
with high utilization, and excess latency introduced by accessing data in other data centers is reduced.
Moreover, the proposed method can improve the overall system performance of the distributed storage
system of WAN-connected data centers. However, the consistent hashing-based method shows higher
latency because the data is placed by a hashing function, which is random, so accessing data in other
data centers is higher than the proposed method.
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Next, to evaluate the performance of the proposed system in various aspects, the average data
access latency was measured while varying (a) the number of data centers, (b) the number of objects
stored in the data center, and (c) the size of the list managed by candidate node M. As shown in Fig. 4,
the proposed distributed storage system did not show any significant effect, such as increasing or
decreasing the average access latency, even if the number of data centers increased.
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Figure 4: Average latency of client accessing the distributed storage with varying parameters

This is because even as the number of data centers increases, data is consistently replicated around
frequently accessed data centers. Similarly, it was found that an increase in the number of stored data
had no significant effect on the average access latency because the number of client requests is constant
regardless of the total number of stored objects. Next, the average data access latency according to the
change in the list size M managed by the candidate node tended to decrease the average access latency
as M increased because the more data candidate held, the faster nearby clients accessed the data.

The average data access latency according to the time change is shown in Fig. 5. Here, the unit
of time is ttr, which is the period during which the candidate nodes broadcast the usage information
list L.

In the distributed storage system to which only Consistent Hashing is applied, the average data
access latency is measured as constant, but in the distributed storage system to which the method
proposed in this paper is used, the average data access latency decreases rapidly from immediately
after the first ttr. Therefore, if the data distribution method proposed in this paper is used, data service
with lower latency is possible even in a WAN environment. And also limit of data utilization can be
higher as the waiting time induced by latency is lowered. As physical network latency also plays a role in
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the data transmission rate, the data transmission rate between the user and distributed storage system
is also higher. Therefore, in a distributed storage system deployed over nodes connected with a WAN
environment, the proposed method can improve system performance and enable the deployment of a
large-scale distributed storage system.

Figure 5: Average latency of client access according to time change

5 Conclusion

Establishing distributed storage system through the connection between data centers is necessary
to overcome the storage capacity limitation of a single data center. Because WAN connections between
data centers have high latency, the location where data is stored is vital to reduce the impact of latency
and bandwidth. However, the existing distributed storage system does not consider the network latency
between data centers.

This paper proposes a distributed storage system that provides low-latency data search even in a
WAN environment by storing data in locations based on the user’s data utilization. For this, each
data center tracks the user’s data utilization and places the data in an area with high utilization,
demonstrating that low-latency data exploration and retrieval is possible. Analysis of average latency
using global major network hub latency data showed that the proposed system reduced latency by 38%
compared to the existing system. This improvement can be applied to large-scale distributed storage
systems where the storage node is deployed globally and connected via WAN to lower latency and
achieve higher data utilization.

However, the proposed method has a limitation in that the user must request the data, and when
the number of requests is sufficient, the system migrates that data near the user. The time needed for
the system to be efficient can be adjusted through Ttr. However, it has its limitation, as lower Ttr means
frequent data migration is required. For future research, it is necessary to study a way to reduce the
overall latency while reducing data migration and improving system reaction time to the data demand
from the user.
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